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**Abstract**

This study is concerned with the analysis of Catford’s formal shifts use in speech act translation from English into Bahasa Indonesia in *Kung Fu Panda* movie. The analysis covers the use of level shift and category shift on achieving pragmatic equivalence and how the visual-verbal relation happened along with the pragmatic achievement process. This study took documentation and a questionnaire on collecting the data. In this study, a theory from Baker (1992) was applied to analyze pragmatic equivalence achievement. Moreover, the theory from Halliday (1994) in Martinec and Salway (2005) was used to identify visual-verbal relations. The results of the study depicted (1) the use of level shift and category shift were very needed which led to pragmatic equivalence achievement (95.3%). Based on the target readers and expert raters, (2) the visual-verbal relation helped the translator on target text arrangement by providing the context of which the speech act was being uttered. The visual-verbal relation identified in the *Kung Fu Panda* movie were exposition (12.7%), enhancement (9.3%), extension (5.3%) and locution relation (72.7%). (3) The translator tended to use category shift dominantly (66.67%) for recreating the most suitable target text that was similar to the source text’s pragmatic meaning. The large identification of visual-verbal relation locution allowed target and expert readers to perceive the meaning lied in speech act only from the word given.
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INTRODUCTION

As a product of culture, a language represents someone’s thinking process. Understandably, people who use different languages in communication tend to find a problem when they are going to understand messages lied in a different language as they have dissimilar perspectives. Such a situation also applies to films. Therefore, a translator, someone who can bridge the cultural gap in such human interaction is very needed.

Due to different linguistic systems and forms, the translator will do some changes to restructure the target text meaning as close as possible to those meaning lied in the source text so that the pragmatic equivalence can be achieved. As a result, formal shifts are phenomena that cannot be avoided. When it comes to film, moreover, the relation between moving image and subtitle as the target text cannot be ignored. In subtitle making, there will be time and spatial constraints. Therefore, the translator should consider the relationship between the moving image as a visual model and the target text as a verbal model.

The translation is “a written text rendering process from a source language into a target language (Hatim & Munday, 2004, p.6)”. In this case, translation is viewed from its making process rather than a final product. Subtitling, one of the translation products, is “the act of writing down the actors’ dialogues and nonverbal acts, or soundtrack at the bottom of the screen which comes along with the visual image (Diaz-Cintas, 2013, p.274)”. During the translation process, formal shifts are inevitable. The changes that happen during the translation process which deal to form are called formal shifts (Catford, 1965 cited in Munday, 2004, p.76).

There are two main formal shifts used in translation product, level shift, and category shift. A Level shift is the changes that happen from the grammatical level to the lexical level. Category shift is closely related to the different language systems in both languages. This kind of shift represents a change in terms of the target text language category that holds the same function as those which are in the source text language system. Afterward, category shift involves several shifts such as “structure shift, unit shift, intra-system shift, and class shift (Catford, 1965 cited in Munday, 2004, p.76)”. Structure shift is the changing word sequence in a sentence. A unit shift is the changes of rank in a grammatical category from a source language into a different rank of the target text grammatical category. Intra-system shift shows the change during the translating process by using non-parallel terms though both source and target text have almost fit in the language system. Class shift refers to the changes that happen as the equivalent of source text item can be found at a different class of target text item.

A few studies related to translation equivalence were conducted by Luong (2016); Yulisari (2016); Sutopo et al. (2017); Yulisari and Hartono (2014); Mujiyanto (2011). Based on their studies, it can be inferred that the final purpose for the translator is to get meaning equivalence in his translated product.

Translation equivalence should be carried out from different aspects including the pragmatic aspect. Pragmatic equivalence is “a translation equivalence that is related to what extent a language is used communicatively and its translation is always being engaged with a context, so it can make sense (Baker, 2018, p.235)”. Two major areas relate to pragmatic equivalence, namely “coherence, and implicature (Baker, 2018, p.235)”. Coherence is an organizing system that creates a text. A text is called coherence when it is suitable to the reader’s expectation. A coherence text will make the readers accept the information in the story as a thing that makes sense. Besides coherence, implicature is “also the area that connects to pragmatic equivalence. It concerns on speakers’ meaning than each word’s denotation meaning (Grice, 1975 cited in Baker, 1992, p.223)”. A speaker can express his or her implicature either directly or indirectly.

In making meaning, the visual-verbal relation in this study will be the relation that happens within the combination of moving images and verbal language displayed on the bottom screen. According to Halliday (1994) cited in Martinec (2005), some relations that may
happen between verbal mode and visual mode are extension, exposition, exemplification, enhancement, locution, and idea.

This study is concerned with English – Indonesian translation of Kung Fu Panda movie. This study attempts to present how pragmatic equivalence is achieved through translation shifts in its subtitle and to what extent the pragmatic equivalent achievement relates to the visual-verbal relation as well. The pragmatic equivalent achievement was evaluated by expert readers and target readers.

METHODS

This study implemented a descriptive qualitative design to analyze formal shifts use on achieving pragmatic equivalence. Documentation and questionnaire were used to gather the data. This study is concerned with the English – Indonesian translation of speech act in Kung Fu Panda. Furthermore, this study also focused on the analysis of formal shift types which were used in speech act translation according to Catford’s (1965) theory. To analyze pragmatic equivalence achievement, we used a questionnaire that was adapted to Baker’s (1992) theory. Then, the data rating was carried out by 15 target raters and 2 expert raters. Besides, the theory from Halliday (1994) in Martinec and Salway (2005) was used to identify visual-verbal relation within the speech act translations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Following analyzing the Kung Fu Panda movie and its English – Indonesian translation, some speech acts in the movie experienced different formal shifts. The analysis of formal shift types was based on Catford’s (1965) theory. Regarding the data, the formal shifts identified were level shift and category shift. Table 1 depicts the formal shifts found in the translation.

Table 1. Types of Formal Shift

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Type of Formal Shift</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Level Shift</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Category Shift</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>66.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total data</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding Table 1, it was noticeable 150 utterances that contained speech act experience formal shifts. Out of 150 utterances, 50 level shifts were manifested. Meanwhile, 100 utterances experienced category shifts. This was an example of a level shift.

ST: We'll bring you back a souvenir. (d. 3A)
TT: Kami akan kembali dan membawakan kau suvenir. (d. 3B)

The structure of will bring back in (d. 3A) expressed simple future by using the grammatical structure will + V0. Then, the simple future in (d. 3A) was shifted into the words "akan kembali membawakan". Regarding the Great Dictionary of the Indonesian Language (2016), the word akan belongs to an adverb. Meanwhile, the word kembali belongs to the intransitive verb and the word membawakan belongs to a transitive verb. It could be inferred that the sample experienced a level shift from grammar to lexis.

Moreover, the following was the example of a category shift identified in the Kung Fu Panda movie.

ST: Master Tigress! Face Iron Ox and his Blades of Death. (d. 73A)
TT: Guru Macan! Hadapi Sapi Baja dengan Pedang Kematiannya. (d. 73B)

It was observable that there was a change of structure in (d. 73 A, d. 73B) and (d. 132A, d. 132B). The phrase of Iron Ox had proper noun + noun structure was translated into reverse arrangement Sapi Baja in which the structure was noun + proper noun in the target text.

Level Shift on Achieving Pragmatic Equivalence

A level shift happens when “a linguistic level of the source text is converted into another level in the target text (Catford, 1965 cited in Munday, 2004, p.76)”. There are two kinds of level shifts. They are a shift from grammar to lexis and a shift from lexis to grammar. Lexis is the
synonym of words. Table 2 presents the level shift use on achieving pragmatic equivalence in the Kung Fu Panda movie.

Table 2. Level Shift Use on Achieving Pragmatic Equivalence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Type of Level Shift</th>
<th>Pragmatic Equivalence</th>
<th>Non Pragmatic Equivalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Grammar to lexis</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lexis to grammar</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 2, it was visible that 50 utterances experienced a level shift within the translation process from English text into Indonesian subtitles. Specifically, these 50 utterances experienced a change from grammar to lexis. Here is the example of a translation that experienced a level shift and achieved pragmatic equivalence.

ST: The universe has brought us the Dragon Warrior! (d. 36 A)

TT: Alam raya telah menganugerahi kita Pendekar Naga! (d. 36 B)

The example above achieved pragmatic equivalence because both target and expert raters could identify well the pragmatic meaning delivered in the target text and it is similar to the source text's pragmatic meaning. Furthermore, the target text's meaning was natural, accurate, and clear according to target and expert readers. It means that the translation had coherence or it was suitable with the target rater's expectation. This fact was under the theory that revealed coherence as one of the major areas related to pragmatic equivalence (Baker, 2018, p. 235).

Moreover, 1 out of 49 utterances that undergo level shift did not achieve pragmatic equivalence.

ST: No, I'll bring me back a souvenir. (d.34A)

TT: Aku akan bawa sendiri. (d.34B)

It is considered as nonequivalent pragmatically. According to the expert raters and readers, it was not clear what kind of thing that the character would bring by himself. A souvenir as the vital information was deleted. As the result, the reader could not feel the same effect as the source text's implied meaning.

Category Shift on Achieving Pragmatic Equivalence

Besides level shift, category shift is also one of the formal changes that happen during a translation process. This kind of shift is subdivided into four types. Those were unit shift, structure shift, class shift, and intra-system shift (Catford, 1965). Table 3 displays the category shift use on achieving pragmatic equivalence in the Kung Fu Panda movie.

Table 3. Category Shift Use on Achieving Pragmatic Equivalence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Type of Category Shift</th>
<th>Pragmatic Equivalence</th>
<th>Non Pragmatic Equivalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Intra-system</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referring Table 3, it was noticeable that 100 utterances experienced formal shifts with different category shifts. Out of 100 utterances, the unit shift happened 39 times. Next, 37 utterances experienced structure shift. Moreover, Class shift occurred 18 times and intra-system shift was used 6 times. The following is one of the speech act translations that experienced category shift and achieved pragmatic equivalence.

ST: Master Tigress! Face Iron Ox and his Blades of Death. (d. 73A)

TT: Guru Macan! Hadapi Sapi Baja dengan Pedang Kematiannya. (d. 73B)

The datum above was considered equivalent pragmatically since the target text meaning was accurate, natural, and clear. Moreover, regarding target and expert raters, the datum has coherence and the implicature was similar to the source text’s pragmatic meaning.

There were 94 utterances with category shift that were considered equivalent pragmatically. Meanwhile, 6 utterances could not achieve pragmatic equivalence. The following example is considered non-pragmatic equivalent.

ST: Trust me, it will. (D. 99A)

TT: Nanti. (D. 99B)

The target text was considered non-equivalent pragmatically. According to expert
raters and readers, there was a meaning loss that disturbed the text cohesiveness. The translator not only did drastic changes from sentence level into word level but also chose inappropriate words. The word given as the target text is out of context so that the target and expert readers could not catch the restructured message of the source text well. Consequently, the readers and expert raters could not feel the same effect as the source text’s implied meaning.

Visual Verbal Relation on Achieving Pragmatic Equivalence

In the case of pragmatic equivalence of speech act translation, the role of the visual image in assisting the translator to produce target text could not be taken for granted. Speech acts could be delivered well in the context of a conversation.

In the Kung Fu Panda movie, the visual image provided the context of the speech act. The visual-verbal relation found in translation were exposition, exemplification, enhancement, extension, and locution. Table 4 presents different types of visual-verbal relation which were identified in the Kung Fu Panda movie.

**Table 4. Type of Visual Verbal Relation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Visual Verbal Relation</th>
<th>Expansion</th>
<th>Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposition</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exemplification</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locution</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 4, there was a significant difference between the proportions of Expansion and Projection (27.3% and 72.7%). Regarding Projection, Locution took vast proportions, with 109 occurrence frequency, while none of the Idea was accounted for. If the typical realization of Locution in comics was enclosed in the speech bubble, the Locution realization could be enclosed in the quoting of wording spoken by each character in the film. The illustration of Locution is confirmed in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Projection of locution](image)

The tons of locution (72,7%) as visual-verbal relations highlight the Kung Fu Panda movie. This situation meant that subtitle contains the actors' dialogues more than the nonverbal act. By sustaining the dialogues between actors, the story in Kung Fu Panda may move forward. Moreover, locution is the most identified visual-verbal relation in Kung Fu Panda. The large identification of this kind indicated that the verbal mode allowed target and expert readers to perceive the meaning lied in speech act only from the word given without knowing full context supported by visual mode when the characters uttered the speech act.

However, 7 speech act translations which were considered nonequivalent pragmatically in Kung Fu Panda had locution as the visual-verbal relation. This fact was in line with Mujiyanto (2016) stating that when someone relied on verbal mode superior to the visual mode in delivering a message, the readers would catch the meaning implied only from the literal meaning of each word.

Regarding Expansion relations, Exposition, Enhancement, and Extension are more familiar than Exemplification. It means that those three modes are complementing to the relatively meaning of the Kung Fu Panda movie. The Exposition was in the first rank with 12.7%. Enhancement and Extension followed on 9.3%. The Extension came next with 5.3%. However, none of the Exemplification was confirmed. The great amount of Exposition data in the film, exhibit that the visual mode and verbal mode were handled to strengthen and reformulated meanings rather than to exemplified or explained meanings. Figure 2 might perform an illustration for Exposition relation in the data.
The verbal mode in Figure 2 showed “Aku sedang melakukan pemanasan”. Meanwhile, the visual mode depicts a Panda who did the splits between two bundles of bamboo which could be understood that he was doing a warm-up move. Both visual mode and verbal mode have concurrently restated and emphasized the meaning. Because a clear target text meaning has been delivered well, readers could feel that the target text’s meaning was similar to the source text’s. Figure 3 below might perform an illustration for Enhancement relation in the data.

In Figure 4, the target text as the verbal mode showed “Alam raya telah menganugerahi kita Pendekar Naga”. Then, the visual mode extended the verbal mode by depicting not only a turtle that lifted the panda’s hand in front of the audience but also gave hints or new information to the target readers about who the true Dragon Warrior is. This visual-verbal relation helped the translator in choosing the proper word before creating target text and the pragmatic meaning still could be delivered well. The relation that occurred between visual mode and verbal mode in Kung Fu Panda was in line with Unsworth’s (2006) statement that the combination of image and language became the new way of meaning-making. The fact that the translator considered visual-verbal relation before producing the most suitable target text proves that the visual-verbal relation could not be overlooked. The pragmatic equivalence could be achieved because it was closely related to the context. In Kung Fu Panda, the context was displayed through visual-verbal relation, so that target and expert readers could feel the same feeling as the source text’s pragmatic meaning.

CONCLUSIONS

After analyzing the data, there were two formal shifts manifested in the Kung Fu Panda movie. The category shift was considered as the most widely used by the translator of the subtitle. Regarding the analysis, it could be inferred that the use of formal shifts on achieving pragmatic equivalence was essential. By experiencing formal shifts, the translator could create the target text that had a natural and accurate translation. The target text’s pragmatic
meaning is clear as well. Moreover, visual-verbal relation also supported the translator to produce the most suitable target text by providing the context of the utterance in a movie. Consequently, the target text that experienced formal shifts also had coherence. The target text was considered to make sense since it synchronized with the scenes or visual modes depicted. Besides, Locution was the prominent visual-verbal relation identified in the Kung Fu Panda movie. The fact that the translator considers visual-verbal relation before producing the most suitable target text proves that the visual verbal relation cannot be overlooked. The pragmatic equivalence can be achieved because there is a synchronization between the target text and every scene in the movie.

In Kung Fu Panda, the context is displayed through visual verbal relation, so that target and expert readers can feel the same feeling as the source text’s. In Kung Fu Panda, the context is displayed through visual verbal relation, so that target and expert readers can feel the same feeling as the source text’s.

However, the non pragmatic equivalence is mostly identified in locution relation when the translator wrong choice of diction results the target text as the verbal mode that does not relate with the visual mode at all. Consequently, the target readers get difficulty to catch the target text implied meaning. Therefore, in making meaning, visual verbal relation cannot be ignored.

For further research, it would be better if the research with the same lines were viewed from distinct viewpoints because this study only concerned with the formal shift used on achieving pragmatic equivalence in the movie. Hence, we suggested that further research could expose a formal shift on achieving other translation equivalence within other literary works or educational context.
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